Savvy Summer Snacks
Don’t let the blistering summer heat beat your savvy snack
offerings. Although it can be tempting to regularly indulge in
cool sweet treats like ice cream and sno-cones, stay fueled
with nutritious snacks that are both refreshing and healthful
this summer season.
1. Fill up on Fruits and Veggies. Let your snack do double
duty by offering high-water snacks that help re-fuel and
cool you down. Reach for a bowl of cold cubed
watermelon, slices of crisp cucumber, or fun build-yourown lettuce wraps. Don’t forget—fruits and veggies taste

kabobs, and sweet fresh-from-the-garden sweet corn
make the perfect additions to any summer meal. Or try
frozen bananas pureed into an ice cream-like consistency;
add a Tablespoon of unsweetened cocoa for the chocolate
lovers in your life.

3. Pass the water, please. Staying hydrated in the summer
months is a challenge that requires extra special attention.
Even simple activities, such as laying out in the sun, can
zap you of the necessary hydration to keep your body
running smoothly. To avoid dehydration, reach for the
water bottle regularly and often. To make water fun, and
the easy choice over other sugary options, try a few
creative techniques to keep it interesting. Add a sugar-free
beverage mix-in or layer refreshing cucumber or lemon
keep things cool, and be sure to serve in a fun glass!
4. Adventure into new foods. If you have picky eaters
on your hands, or are a picky eater yourself, put forth a
challenge to make an adventure out of trying a new food.
Summer is the perfect season to experiment with a new,
interesting fruit or vegetable that is in its peak season. Talk
with your local produce clerk about where the seasonal
items come from and any new suggestions on preparation
they might have. Or get your kids involved in an internet
scavenger hunt. Pick out a new seasonal produce item at

day you’ve had so much fun looking into the new food that
you can’t wait to try it!
2. Bone up on your calcium. Yes, while ice cream and
frozen yogurt do provide calcium— along with a dose of
fat and sugar—it’s best to keep these treats as something
enjoyed on a special occasion versus the everyday treat.
Consider a half cup of vanilla frozen yogurt, has over 4
teaspoons of sugar1, and that’s without any toppings.
Instead, opt for a sweet homemade smoothie with frozen
fruit, leafy greens, low-fat plain yogurt, and a splash of
milk or 100% fruit juice.
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